From the Producer of *Napoleon Dynamite*

**PORTER**

**THE HOARDER**

**AND THE RANSACKED ROOM**

written by Sean Covel
illustrated by Rebecca Swift
created by Rebecca Swift & David Coraffra
This is Porter.

She’s a hoarder.
This is Porter... Hi

Help Porter find her collection of ten snotty handkerchiefs. Can you find all ten?

THE HOARDER AND THE RANSACKED ROOM

created by Rebecca Swift & David Cenaffra

Sean Covel - Producer | Writer: seancovel@mac.com
This is Porter, a character who loves trash. Help Porter find her collection of three shiny dump trucks. Can you find all three?
Help Porter find her collection of three shiny dump trucks. Can you find all three?
The Porter Project
Did it work?
SFEC Celebrating Libraries Serving Rural Communities Event
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SFEC Celebrating Libraries Serving Rural Communities Event
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Live Events?
Porter Live November 11, 2020

Porter Live November 11, 2020
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Porter the Hoarder in American Sign Language (ASL)
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Narration by Lance Sigdestad
Porter Character
by
Carmen Steen
Porter the Hoarder in American Sign Language (ASL)
Totally letting you borrow some at our next tea party. But you BETTER give them BACK!
WARBLE GARBLE CANDY WEEEEEE!!!
The

End.
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